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the observed momentum acceptance is less than 1/2 the nominal design value.
Additional beam handling aperture beyond the 1 cm made available in the
nuclear physics machine therefore seems prudent.

[3] CEBAF-TN-96-050

[4] J. Karn, Jefferson Lab memorandum dated 26 November 1996.

[5] For example, significant orbit dependences of the optics and 100% H/V coupling
can be observed in the dogleg regions of the nuclear physics machine. They have
been, at times, a serious impediment to machine operations.

[6] Such effects were clearly seen during the front end test (CEBAF-TN-91-092) and
were of considerable concern for the nuclear physics machine (CEBAF-TN-91-
095).

[7] During the construction of the nuclear physics machine, only one main dipole
style was extensively prototyped (the generic arc dipole); results from measure-
ments of this magnet type were then extended by scaling other dipole designs.
This design philosophy has produced only partially satisfactory results with
regard to dipole field quality. In particular, end field errors in these dipoles have
been a persistent problem (see note [5], which describes certain effects observed
in the doglegs, or CEBAF Daily Log, Vol. 13, pp. 4-6, 18 Dec. 1992, in which dra-
matic horizontal/vertical coupling and beam envelope mismatch driven by large
amplitude steering in arc 1 is described), as have dependences of the optics on
orbits through these dipoles. Many questions remain open due to our inability to
obtain data on the field properties of the transport system dipoles. This experi-
ence suggests we properly design, build, and detail in advance of installation the
magnets in the IR FEL, where individual magnet performance has a much more
significant influence on machine performance that it does in the nuclear physics
accelerator.
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o detailing beam steering requirements in and around all dipoles (is the 4 cm
beam handling aperture needed or are smaller regions adequate)

• realistic estimates of full beam size (is a direct sum of rms betatron and disper-
sive sizes appropriate?), and

• detailing the effect of transients during turn-on of lasing and energy recovery, to
determine what if any beam handling aperture requirements are needed for orbit
stabilization and feedback

At the present time, no reduction in the magnitude or quality of the working aper-
ture at any location is supported by the available beam dynamics and operational
information, for the following reasons.

1. The machine operational configuration is not fully detailed (emittance, momen-
tum spread, FEL maximum extraction efficiency, beam steering requirements) so
the working aperture cannot be precisely defined. Prudence is therefore war-
ranted, particularly in the reverse bends and π-bends.

2. The diagnostic configuration does not support precise beam steering in the vicin-
ity of the optical cavities. Dogleg geometries such as that used in this region are
particularly susceptible to dipole-field-variation driven optical problems, as dem-
onstrated in the nuclear physics accelerator path-length adjustment doglegs [5].
Extreme caution should therefore be exercised.

3. The source of the field variations observed in the prototype is not well character-
ized. If it is a distributed source, some cancellation of the focussing/optical effects
might be expected. If, however, the variations are due to end effects, their effects
can add coherently, leading to dramatic, deleterious optical phenomena [6]. Expe-
rience with magnets in the nuclear physics machine suggests it would be unwise
to proceed without some understanding of the variation, particularly where the
prototype is representative of only the general magnet concept, not of specific
magnet designs [7].

These factors suggest we keep the full working apertures at the values defined
above, and require field flatness at the  few x 10-4 level.

Notes and References
[1] CEBAF-TN-96-035

[2] This is twice the allowance made in the nuclear physics machine. The additional
allocation is made for 3 reasons:
1. the beam more than an order of magnitude larger in the FELthan in the

nuclear physics machine,
2. the beam is manipulated in a vastly more violent manner in the FEL, with

stronger focussing, bending, and potential for numerous lasing and RF
induced transients, and

3. for reasons as yet unknown, only a fraction of the theoretically available aper-
ture is observed to be accessible in the nuclear physics machine. For example,
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tion to normal beam handling apertures an extra 6 cm free horizontal aperture in
the magnet center just to provide for the path length variation that has been speci-
fied [3]. At the magnet entrance, the resulting working aperture is 17.2 cm; in the
center (adding the 6 cm path length adjustment zone) the working aperture is 13 cm.

These requirements lead to a rather massive π-bend magnet, so the system design
attempts to reduce the working aperture by invoking operational procedures limit-
ing the expected beam movements at these locations. We require the presence of
numerous diagnostics in the π-bends, so the 4 cm beam handling requirement can in
principle be relaxed or even eliminated. If this is done, the required working aper-
tures are 13 cm at the entrance, and ~9 cm in the center, of the π-bends, with NO
steering allowance provided; the acceptance is for beam size only. Similar words
could be applied to the reverse bends to limit the working aperture to ~20 cm. At the
present time, the diagnostic suite does NOT support such a reduction in the optical
chicane dipoles; the diagnostics are rather thinly distributed in the vicinity of the
optical cavity chicanes and the beam position is not well enough characterized to do
away with the beam handling aperture allowance of 4 cm.

Outstanding Issues
Karn has measured the prototype dipole [4] and found that it does not meet the field
flatness requirement for these applications at 40 amps or 200 amps. It appears to
have a significant sextupole and/or decapole component. It marginally meets the
requirements for the optical chicane bends and π-bends at 80 amps and 100 amps;
the field variation is, however, starting to “take off” rather strongly at 8 cm displace-
ment from the magnet centerline. This suggests that the magnet will not provide a
20 cm working aperture required in the reverse bends, even at 80 to 100 amps.

The observed field variations can in principle have a significant and adverse effect on
machine performance.  To achieve the design performance goals, we must desensitize
the machine to these errors, improve the magnet field quality, or reduce through
some means (such as operational practices or changes in beam performance goals)
the required working aperture. The first option requires significant redesign of the
machine. The second option may have significant cost and schedule impact. In order
to exercise the third option, we need to clearly define the expected operating require-
ments (anticipated full momentum spread and emittance and the expected beam
steering requirements) so that realistic working aperture requirements have been
met. Various issues should be clarified, including:
• operational scenarios and constraints, such as

o likelyhood of pushing the FEL extraction efficiency (and thereby raising the
momentum spread); this will not be possible if adequate working aperture is
not provided;

o specifying any path length adjustment requirements that may demand addi-
tional working aperture (e.g., shifting the pathlength by 1/2 rf wavelength dur-
ing lasing requires a larger working aperture in the π-bends than if the 1/2
wavelength shift is performed in tuneup mode only);
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Comments On Driver Dipole Good Fields

D. Douglas

Abstract
Working aperture criteria for IR FEL driver main dipoles are described. Unresolved
optics-related issues concerning these criteria are identified.

General Considerations

The IR FEL Driver transport system requires field flatness at well below the 10-3

level across the “working aperture” of the dipoles to avoid spot size growth, spurious
dispersion, and orbit dependences in the optics [1]. Here, “working aperture” is
defined to be the region in which any portion of the beam may reside. Unless other-
wise noted, this is covered by the six-rms full beam size, plus 2 cm on either side of
the beam for beam handling (4 cm working displacement) [2], plus orbit sagitta in
the magnet. Thus, the horizontal “working aperture” in a dipole is defined as follows.

The rms beam size is defined by the direct sum of the betatron and dispersive beam
sizes (there being no a priori reason to assume the FEL interaction thermalizes the
transverse and longitudinal phase spaces, which would allow the addition of these
contributions in quadrature).

The emittance is nominally the design 13 mm-mrad geometric emittance, adiabati-
cally damped to ~13/84 mm-mrad at 42 MeV.

In the reverse bends, the nominal beam rms size is ~ 2.8 cm, the sagitta is 3.4 cm,
and the resulting working aperture is 24.2 cm.

In the optical cavity chicane dipoles, the nominal beam size is 0.5 cm, the sagitta is
1.8 cm, and the resulting working aperture is 8.8 cm.

The π-bend geometry and dynamics differ from those in the other main dipoles, so
the working aperture requirements must be treated separately. The magnets are
curved to track the orbit, so there is no sagitta requirement. However, significant
aperture is needed both for beam size (the rms beam size being 2.2 cm at the ends of
the magnet, and 0.5 cm in the center) and for beam handling, which requires in addi-
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